The Adaptive Multiple Euler Domains technology in MSC.Dytran has been extended for the Multi-material Euler Solver. This paper demonstrates the application of this new method to the dynamics of fuel tank filling. The interest in applicability of MSC.Dytran to fuel tank filling originated from a major car manufacturer. The model includes both the fuel and the air inside the tank. The simulation process starts with properly initializing the fuel and air inside the tank under gravity loading. The fuel filling process will then be demonstrated, including the venting of air through a venting tube. The simulation is performed with MSC.Dytran.
INTRODUCTION
The process of filling up an automobile fuel tank must be easy and comfortable for the customer. Effects like the gasoline dispenser shutting off before the tank is filled or the back splashing of fuel must be avoided. Furthermore the legal requirements on safety and environmental effects must be met. The space available for the tank is constantly being minimized, leading to additional difficulties in fulfilling the above criteria. Usually costly and time-consuming experiments are necessary for this optimization. This is a trial and error process that requires making expensive glass or transparent plastic models. It takes several weeks and only a limited number of physical tests can be run on the prototype. Because it is difficult to visualize the gasoline flows inside the model, engineers are often uncertain about the cause of a problem. Numerical simulation is a desirable tool to significantly reduce excessive experimental work and make it possible to quickly and inexpensively evaluate many more configurations under a much wider range of conditions, effectively enabling virtual product development. Of special interest is the backflow through ventpipes. To model this correctly the violent mixing of air and fuel has to be taken into account. This requires the use of a compressible fluid solver that allows for fluid-air mixtures. The fluid dynamics solver of MSC.Dytran is uniquely qualified to capture these phenomena. MSC.Dytran [1] is a commercial software package for highly nonlinear transient analyses that involve structural parts and/or fluid parts. The fluid dynamics solver of MSC.Dytran uses an Eulerian approach and employs a finite volume method to discretize the governing equations. These equations are the conservation laws and are integrated in time by a first-order explicit algorithm. The added value of MSC.Dytran in fluid dynamics simulations is its ability to deal with the vehement mixing of fuel and air that occurs in tank filling. In addition the fluid-structure interaction with non-return valves can be taken into account. In simulations with fluid-structure interaction the fluid inside a finite volume domain is bounded by a surface that represents the interacting structure. This surface will be called a coupling surface and enables the fluid to exert a force on a deformable structure. In general, shells constituting the pipes have a thickness smaller than the size of Eulerian elements. On each side of a shell element there needs to be a distinct Euler element to distinguish material inside the pipe from material outside the pipe. The standard solution would be to use body fitted Euler meshing leading to ALE that requires elaborate meshing by the user. An alternative method is to split the Euler domain into two subdomains such that any mass that is outside a pipe is in one Euler domain and any mass that is inside the pipe is in another Euler domain. This method is generally applicable and requires no meshing effort by the user. This method uses the "Adaptive Multiple Euler Domains" [2] technology that has been developed in MSC.Dytran. Multiple Euler domains are automatically generated around a coupling surface, and each Euler domain automatically adapts itself when the coupling surface moves and deforms. The Euler materials can be either hydrodynamic or have viscous shear strength. Material in-and out-flow can be defined, as well as flow between the Euler domains across porous or open areas in the coupling surfaces. When the structure fails, the Euler materials flow through failed surfaces and ruptured areas. The purpose of this paper is twofold. First it demonstrates that MSC.Dytran is able to deal with the air fuel mixtures that arise from sloshing and foam formation and may be useful in predicting backflow. Second it demonstrates that the application of the Multiple-material Euler solver with Multiple Adaptive Domains to the fuel tank filling process is a user-friendly alternative to ALE. The approach is illustrated by the results and modeling of a realistic tank-filling problem. It consists of a fuel tank that contains a filling pipe and a vent pipe. The tank is filled with fuel up to 80 mm from the bottom, with air in the remaining volume. In the simulation the fuel is made to flow into the tank through the inlet of the filling pipe. The air escapes out of the tank through the outlet of the vent pipe.
THE PHYSICAL MODEL
Sloshing induced by tank filling is violent such that masses of fuel get separated from the bulk of the fuel and later will re-attach again with the bulk. Since free surfaces continuously break up and reunite the material is modeled by Euler elements that allow for air-fuel mixtures. Material interfaces are not explicitly constructed but are derived from the calculated compressible fluid motion. Only when sloshing is mild, then incompressible methods may be considered.
Both air and water are assumed to be compressible and are described by the conservation laws for mass, momentum and energy in a volume V bounded by a surface A.
Here p and are respectively the pressure and density; u i is the velocity vector; t e is the total energy per unit of mass given by e t =e+1/2u j u j , with the internal energy per unit mass e, g is gravity, 3 e is the unit vector in zdirection and n is the normal vector along the surface A.
The air is modeled as an ideal gas and the fuel is modeled with a polynomial equation of state:
with k the bulk modulus, and 0 are respectively the transient density and reference density.
In this paper viscosity will not be taken into account because for typical automotive tank-filling problems the inflow velocity is sufficiently large that viscous effects can be ignored. Also the flow is dominated by the gravitational force and surface tension can be ignored.
THE NUMERICAL APPROACH
The changes in mass, momentum and energy of an Euler element occurring in one time step follow by applying the conservation laws to the effective volume of the Euler element. Surface integrals are discretized by running across the effective boundary and represent the amount of mass, momentum and energy leaving the element through the surface. The amount transported is based on a first-order upwind scheme.
To apply the conservation laws for Euler elements that are only partially inside the coupling surface the boundary has to be determined. As shown in Figure 1 this boundary consists of the interfaces between Euler elements and the intersection of the coupling surface with the Euler element. The conservation laws are applied to that part of the Euler element that is inside the coupling surface, and surface integrals are computed by summing across the Eulerian interfaces and the segment parts. In applying the conservation law of mass, mass is transported from one element to the other. Both the donor element as well as the acceptor element can have multiple materials. First the materials common to both elements are transported out of the donor element and, when no common material is left in the donor element other materials are transported as well. This approach aims at preserving physical material interfaces.
e dV e u n dA u pn dA dt 
. To enable a straightforward and accurate computation each fully porous shell is partitioned into sub segments such that every sub segment connects exactly one Euler element in one mesh to an Euler element in the other mesh.
Fully porous shells are modeled as dummy quadrilateral elements. They connect two coupling surfaces and are included in the definition of both coupling surfaces. These dummy elements do not carry any stiffness and are only needed to obtain a closed surface and to define the flow connections between two domains
The pressure computation in elements that contain a mixture of air and fuel is based on the thermodynamic principle of pressure equilibrium.
The fluid materials (fuel and air) exert a transient pressure load on the tank and pipes, which may deform under this loading. On the other hand the tank and pipes define a barrier to the fluids inside, and represent a reaction force. Combining both effects constitutes the fluid-structure interaction calculation.
A TANK FILLING MODEL
The tank model containing a filling pipe and a vent pipe is shown in Figure 2 . The tank and the pipes are modeled as rigid bodies and are fixed in position.
With the Adaptive Multiple Euler Domains technology, the fuel/air region is modeled by three Euler meshes, shown in Figure 3 . The first domain contains all material that is inside the tank but outside of the pipes, the second domain models the inside of the filling pipe and the third domain models the inside of the vent pipe. A separate adaptive mesh is defined for each domain. For the interaction between the structure and Euler domains, three separate coupling surfaces are defined. The communication from one Euler mesh to the other takes place through a hole, which is common to the two coupling surfaces that are associated with the two Euler domains. These holes are modeled as parts of the two coupling surfaces.
EULER DOMAINS
The element size will be the same for each domain and equals 8 mm. All three Euler domains can contain fuel and air. The reference density and bulk modulus of the fuel are respectively 8.5E-7 kg/ mm 3 and 2.0E+4 kpa. This is a reduced bulk modulus (1/100) to increase the time step and reduce CPU time. The reference density and the ratio of heat capacities of the air are respectively 1.29E-9 Kg/mm 3 and 1.4.
An adaptive Euler mesh is defined for the first domain. The tank is filled with fuel up to 80 mm from the bottom and the rest is filled with air. Initial air pressure is set to 100 kpa. Fuel hydrostatic pressure is defined as 100 kpa at the free surface and increasing with depth according to gravity.
The second Euler region represents the fuel and air inside the filling pipe. For a smooth start of the simulation the part near the inlet of the filling pipe is initially filled with fuel. The rest is filled with air.
The third Euler region represents the fuel and air inside the vent pipe. The vent pipe is initially filled with air.
FLUID STRUCTURE INTERACTION
For each Euler domain a separate surface is required, with the fluid material located inside. A coupling surface must be numerically closed, although it can physically model a wall, a hole or a porous surface or any combination of these.
The tank is modeled by coupling surface 1 as shown in Figure 4 . The Euler domain 1 is constrained by this coupling surface. All Eulerian elements outside this volume will not be processed.
The filling pipe is represented by coupling surface 2 as shown in Figure 5 . The material of Euler domain 2 is restricted to the inside region of surface 2.
To enable flow between Euler domain 1 and domain 2 a fully porous surface is added to both surface 1 as well as surface 2. This surface is designated as a "hole".
The vent pipe is modeled by coupling surface 3 as shown in Figure 6 . Euler elements that are outside this surface are not processed.
A fully porous surface is added to coupling surfaces 1 and 3 that connects Euler domain 1 with Euler domain 3.
INLET AND OUTLET
An inlet and an outlet flow boundary are defined at the filling and vent pipe ends for respectively coupling surface 2 and coupling surface 3. See Figure 7 . The inlet flow boundary models fuel flow into the tank. The outlet flow boundary allows air (or fuel) to escape out of the tank and has a direct influence on back flow.
The velocity at the inlet is prescribed such the flow rate (velocity × area) stays constant at 2.0 liter/second over a period of 2 seconds. The density is also prescribed and equals the reference density of the fuel. The inflow pressure is not prescribed.
The nozzle of the vent pipe is exposed to ambient air at atmospheric pressure of 100 kpa. At the outlet of the nozzle only pressure needs to be prescribed. Hole to connect Domain 1 and Domain 3 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulation is carried out for 2 seconds using 52264 Euler elements for the three Euler domains. The model runs for 21 hours on a Windows 2000 3.06GHz Platform. Figure 8 demonstrates that MSC.Dytran is capable of simulating the violent mixing of air and fuel that is induced by tank filling. Figure 9 shows the calculated filling process in a different representation. Using CEI.Ensight for post processing, isosurfaces are constructed of the material interface, i.e. the average time and space dependent location of the step change in density between fuel and air. While this representation does not capture the local details of mixing and foam formulation, it does capture the global evolution of the average fuel free surface level, both as it rises due to the filling as well as by dominant sloshing motions. Figure 10 shows time history curves of the velocities at the flow boundaries. XVEL-SUB21 is the X-Velocity of the inlet and XVEL-SUB31 is the X-Velocity of the outlet. The outflow velocity is much higher, because the outlet vent is small. At 1.45 seconds fuel starts to vent out. It can be easily observed from the outlet curve that the velocity dramatically changes from that moment.
To prevent fuel from venting out a non-return valve could be inserted into the model. The interaction of structure with fluid has already been modeled successfully with MSC.Dytran [5] and the insertion of a no-return valve can be part of future model extensions. 
CONCLUSION
The Multi-material Euler Solver of MSC.Dytran allows taking into account the violent mixing of air and water that is caused by tank filling. This enables a more accurate simulation of automobile fuel tank filling. While the average sloshing motions are of basic significance, an explicit non-linear multi-fluid solver is necessary to capture the underlying effects of free surface dynamics, break-up, and re-uniting. In addition the modeling of a non-return valve that prevents backflow is possible by the proven fluid-structure capabilities of MSC.Dytran. The unique "Adaptive Multiple Euler Domains" technology significantly reduces the meshing effort required from the user when compared to the use of ALE based methods.
The CPU time is only one day on a single CPU Windows computer, which makes it possible to integrate these types of analysis into the design phase. Although experimental data is not available, the simulation results confirm expectations. MSC.Dytran can be a practical tool to reduce cost and time to the design of a tank filling system. 
